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Abstract 
Alkyl monolayer modified Si forms a class of inorganic-organic hybrid materials with 
applications across many technologies such as thin-films, fuel/solar-cells and biosensors. 
Previous studies have shown that the linker atom, through which the monolayer binds to the 
Si substrate, and any tail group in the alkyl chain, can tune the monolayer stability and 
electronic properties. In this paper we study the H:Si(111) surface functionalized with binary 
SAMs: these are composed of alkyl chains that are linked to the surface by two different 
linker groups. Aiming to enhance SAM stability and increase coverage over singly 
functionalized Si, we examine with density functional theory simulations that incorporate 
vdW interactions, a range of linker groups which we denote as –X–(alkyl) with X = CH2, 
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O(H), S(H) or NH(2) (alkyl = C6 and C12 chains). We show how the stability of the SAM can 
be enhanced by adsorbing alkyl chains with two different linkers, e.g. Si–[C,NH]–alkyl, 
through which the adsorption energy is increased compared to functionalization with the 
individual –X–alkyl chains. Our results show that it is possible to improve stability and 
optimum coverage of alkyl functionalized SAMs linked through a direct Si–C bond by 
incorporating alkyl chains linked to Si through a different linker group, while preserving the 
interface electronic structure that determines key electronic properties.  This is important 
since any enhancement in stability and coverage to give more densely packed monolayers 
will result in fewer defects. We also show that the work function can be tuned within the 
interval of 3.65 - 4.94 eV (4.55 eV for bare H:Si(111)).  
 
1. Introduction 
Systematic control of the surface properties and characteristics of semiconductors through 
well-defined surface modifications is an important challenge that is widely connected to 
different technological areas ranging from surface protection to high-technology topics such 
as medical implants or fabrication of biochips. Surface functionalization of silicon via 
chemisorption of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)1, 2, 3 is a highly versatile approach, that 
is able to induce new chemical functionalities or properties into the surface or interface. 
Typically, a SAM consists of three major parts; the linker group, responsible for anchoring 
the SAM to the substrate, the tail group that is exposed and can be further functionalized and 
a spacer which separates the head and tail units and is usually an alkyl chain. In the usual 
SAM structure, the properties of the functionalized surface are primarily determined by the 
nature of the tail group.4, 5, 6 However, the linker that anchors the SAM to the surface is 
highly important as it determines the stability and coverage of the SAM on the surface.7, 8, 9, 10  
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While single-component SAM functionalization is capable of tuning certain properties such 
as work function (WF)11 or wettability4, applying a mixed monolayer, with two different 
components, has the potential to allow a range of surface properties to be tuned simply by 
adjusting in a rational manner the composition of the mixed monolayer.  
In ref 4, it was shown that, for example, the wetting characteristics of gold surfaces can be 
tuned by mixed monolayers which contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic components. In 
another work, the use of different ratios of two types of SAMs, namely n-alkanephosphonic 
and fluorinated phosphonic acid, which decrease and increase the WF, respectively, can tune 
the WF of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) over in the range of 5 - 5.75 eV (the WF of bare ITO is ~ 
5.65 eV).12 Chen et al showed that wetting and WF can be modified at the same time through 
mixed functionalization of fluorinated alkanethiol and a carboxyl-terminated alkanethiol on a 
silver substrate.13 Their investigation revealed that while changing the composition ratio can 
yield a WF in the range of 4.3 - 5.3 eV, adjusting the wettability depends on the chain lengths 
of the individual components. Xu et el.14 studied how charge injection can be regulated in an 
organic-field-effect-transistor (OFETs) structure using mixed SAMs of 1-decanethio (1DT) 
and perfluorodecanethiol (PFDT) to achieve a WF range of 4.4 - 5.6 eV.  
Many binary monolayers such as aryl / alkyl11 akyl / alkyl15, fluoroalkyl / alkyl16, ester / 
alkyl17, haloalkyl / alkyl17, phthalimidoalkyl / alkyl18 and diphenylphosphino / alkyl11 have 
been successfully fabricated on various types  of silicon and silicon-dioxide substrates using 
organosilane mixtures. Contact angle measurement, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and ellipsometric thickness measurements have been used to 
characterise the fabricated SAMs19, 20 with an emphasis on composition and phase separation 
of the SAMs.5, 6 Mixtures of SAMs were presumed to create macroscopic islands, however 
later studies showed phase separation up to nanoscale level, for various binary n-Alkanethiols 
with long and short chains.21, 22 The distribution of each component in a mixed SAM is 
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determined by the type of functional group (linker and/or tail group), chain length and the 
fabrication process.23, 24 The study of combinations of short and long alkyl chain 
functionalization suggested the stability order to be long-long > short-short > long- short6 
which clearly demonstrates the key role of mixed functionalization in determining the 
stability of the SAMs on metals. In one interesting application Frederix et al25 studied a 
biosensor interface consisting of mixed SAMs of thiols with carboxylic and hydroxyl or poly 
(ethylene glycol) on gold. Their analysis based on surface plasmon resonance measurements 
showed that these mixed SAMs improve the sensitivity, stability, and selectivity in 
comparison with those of commercially available affinity biosensor interfaces. 
In terms of electronic structure tuning, binary monolayers of n-alkanethiol (HDT) and the 
fluorinated analogue (FDT), in which the tail group is modified, attached to a silver surface 
can tune the WF over a wide range of 4.1 - 5.8 eV (WF of bare silver is 4.67 eV), by varying 
the ratio of the components.26 A similar study on gold, using deposited alkanethiol SAMs 
with two different terminal groups, namely carboxylic acid and amine, reported a linear 
relationship between the concentration of each SAM and the surface WF; the WF varies 
within the boundaries set by functionalization with the corresponding single components.27 
Mixed functionalization can afford electronic tunability on semiconductor substrates.20, 27, 28, 
29 Tong et al20 investigated binary mixed SAMs of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS, 
NH2(CH2)3Si(OCH2CH3)3) and octadecyltrimethoxysilane (ODS, CH3(CH2)17Si(OCH3)3) on 
a silicon oxide surface. Their study revealed a strong influence of binary functionalization: 
introduction of APS induced a conformational disordering in the ODS SAM, which modifies 
the stability and the electronic properties. An investigation of Au nanoparticles modified by 
SAMs with mixed carboxylic acid and amine tail groups was presented by Lin et al30 in 
which the surface potential and the iso-electric point (IEP) of the nanoparticles can be 
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modified by the ratio of these functional groups; the range of IEPs lies between the extremes 
defined by the amine and carboxylic acid functional groups.  
There are fewer studies of binary functionalized semiconductor surfaces. O’Leary et al31 
studied mixed methyl / allyl terminated-monolayers fabricated in a two-step halogenation / 
alkylation reaction process on Si(111). Their results indicated that the favourable properties 
of the methyl terminated SAM, such as effective passivation and the electrical properties can 
be maintained32 and a significant number of functional terminal groups (allyl) can be 
incorporated to allow secondary functionalization. The authors also showed that mixed SAMs 
on H:Si(111) functionalized with methyl and thienyl groups allow secondary 
functionalization to produce high-quality surfaces for tethering small molecules to silicon 
photoelectrodes and minimising residual electronic traps.33 
Smith et al34 prepared a SAM composed of a mixture of aliphatic-aromatic species and they 
highlighted the homogeneity of the surface, nanoscale phase separation and high tunablility 
of the compositions in a mixed fabricated aromatic-aliphatic trichlorinated SAM.  
Computational studies on the subject of binary functionalization are less prominent. Rissner 
et al35 investigated biphenylthiolate SAMs with –NH2 and –CN tail groups, adsorbed on the 
Au(111) surface using density functional theory (DFT). Their work, along with other 
computational studies on single-type functionalization on gold36, 37, 38, 39, 40 concludes that 
there is a sizable difference between the electronic structures of binary SAMs compared to 
single-component functionalized surface which they attributed to electrostatic interaction 
between the sublattices of the mixed-SAM components. An analysis of band-alignments and 
WF variation through altering the ratio of the two SAMs showed a linear change in the WF 
and band alignment with respect to the ratio of each SAM. Kuo et al41 presented a combined 
DFT and experimental study of binary siloxane-anchored SAMs with various ratios of 3-
aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS, amine tail group) and 3-
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mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS, thiol end group) to demonstrate tuning of the WF. 
They concluded that the WF of silicon modified with these binary SAMs showed a linear 
dependence on the SAM composition, to allow tuning between extremes of each single type 
functionalization, giving a WF change of up to ~1.6 eV.  
Despite the fact that the anchoring chemistry plays a key role in the stability and packing 
density of SAMs, the effect of binary linkers, in particular different combinations of linkers 
and various alkyl chain lengths, is not well understood. Therefore, in this work we investigate 
the effect of binary functionalization with different linkers and alkyl chain lengths. 
Furthermore, we emphasize the stability and coverage enhancement by applying suitable 
combinations of the binary components. As described before for single SAM 
functionalization different structural characteristics are possible that depend on the nature of 
the linking atom. Our analysis of the optimum coverage with binary linkers also exhibits a 
strong dependence on the nature of the linkers. From this, we propose the possibility to gain 
finer control in the adjustment of the WF and, most importantly, an improvement in SAM 
stability and coverage density by using a mixture of functionalization with binary linkers.  
In our previous works7, 42 we have studied the effect of functionalization on the H:Si(111) 
surface with different linkers between the surface and SAM structure, focusing on the 
electronic and structural properties. We showed that different surface terminations can induce 
a variety of effects.43 Direct alkyl chain attachment to Si through Si–[N, O, S] linkers rather 
than usual Si–C bond,44, 45, 46 can be used to control the stability and packing of a SAM on Si 
and WF tuning of the Si–SAM system. 
A significant consequence of enhanced stability and higher packing density of SAMs on Si is 
a higher degree of ordering in the SAMs and consequently fewer defects. This will therefore 
improve the efficiency of the solid-molecule systems by eliminating the negative impact of 
structural defects. Binary functionalization may also allow for finer tuning of the WF. 
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Finally, binary functionalization can prepare a platform for secondary functionalization 
which is important in terms of fabricating those structures with desired functionalities. Figure 
1 shows a schematic view of this concept. 
 
 
Figure 1. Conceptual demonstration of binary functionalization and its potential abilities: Single 
functionalization of each component has an absolute value of the surface WF with an optimum SAM coverage. 
See (a) and (b). With the careful choice of components, a mixed monolayer (c) may accommodate a higher 
coverage of SAMs as a result of attractive dipole interaction between each individual linker and as a result, 
stability enhancement of the final SAMs. Higher coverage is favourable since it helps reducing the defects by 
saturation of the adsorption sites and delivers a uniform space charge layer at the interface. In addition, binary 
functionalization makes it possible to tune the WF within the interval of the WF of single functionalization and 
controlling the coverage of each SAM can further increase the tuning. Keeping the option of secondary 
functionalization via tail groups open, while not studied in this work, is also another advantage of the mixed 
monolayers. 
 
2. Methodology and Model Building 
2.1 Computational Method 
We use Density Functional Theory (DFT) with inclusion of vdW interactions to model 
modified H:Si(111) and calculate the WF; this allows us to separate the various contributions 
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to the change in WF after surface modification.47 The need for inclusion of vdW interactions 
has been shown in a diverse range of systems, e.g. in refs. 7, 48, 49. We study the Si(111) 
surface because there are now well established experimental approaches to prepare clean 
Si(111) in well-defined structures, making comparisons to experiment possible. Unlike other 
Si surfaces, such as (100), the (111) surface does not undergo the reconstructions that can 
make it difficult to identify modifications of the electronic structure due to modification with 
alkyl chains or the reconstructions. Finally, given that we ultimately want to study modified 
Si nanowires, the high mobility (110) oriented nanowires (typically with hexagonal cross-
sections) have 4 out of 6 (111)-oriented facets, so that the planar (111) surface can be used as 
a model of the dominant facet in Si nanowires. Given our general picture of the surface-alkyl 
interaction, it is most likely reasonable that other Si surfaces will show the same overall 
behaviour as the (111) surface. 
DFT produces trends in the adsorbate-modified substrate WF in qualitative agreement with 
experiment.7, 43 We perform periodic supercell calculations using a plane wave basis set 
within the PWSCF code of the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO distribution,50 with the PBE 
gradient corrected functional.51 The electron-ion interaction is described by ultrasoft 
pseudopotentials (USPPs) with the following number of valence electrons for each element: 
Si:4, C:4, N:5, O:6, S:6 and a one electron potential for hydrogen. The kinetic-energy cutoff 
for the plane wave basis was 35 Ry for the wave function and 400 Ry for the charge density. 
Starting from bulk lattice constant (5.43 Å), we built a six layer slab of silicon (111), while 
dangling bonds are saturated with hydrogen on both sides. Each surface is separated by nine 
equivalent vacuum layers. Different expansions of the hydrogenated unreconstructed (1×1) 
surface were created to give supercells that allow us to simulate target coverages.  
Full ionic relaxation with the bottom hydrogens fixed was performed until the forces on all 
atoms were less than 0.01 eV/Å. The Brillouin-zone was sampled using a (8×8×1) 
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Monkhorst-Pack k_point sampling mesh with zero offset for the initial cell. For created 
supercells, an appropriate fraction of K_grid has been included based on the number of 
repetitions in each direction. The fixed occupation technique was employed using ten 
additional bands to ensure convergence of the electronic states. A dipole correction52 as well 
as the semi-empirical dispersion term (DFT-D2)53, 54 including vdW interactions,55, 56 was 
used as in previous work, where we showed that including the vdW interaction is required to 
describe even qualitatively the adsorption properties of these structures.7  
The key quantities we investigate are the Adsorption Energy and the Work Function we 
describe the methodology here. The adsorption energy of a single type of alkyl chain is 
computed as follows7  
 
Eads = [E(H:Si(111)-[(X+Y)-Alkyl]) + nE (H2)] – [E(X-Alkyl + Y-Alkyl) + 
E(H:Si(111))], (1) 
 
Where E(H:Si(111)-[(X+Y)-Alkyl]) is the total energy of alkyl chains adsorbed through 
linkers X and Y at the Si (111) surface, E(X-Alkyl + Y-Alkyl) denotes the total energy of the 
free-standing alkyl chains, with terminating groups HX- and HY-, in the gas phase (same 
supercell and technical parameters, no Si(111) surface, H is added to passivate the linker and 
relaxed to find the optimum geometry), nE(H2) is the total energy of n H2 molecules, in 
which one H comes from the molecule and one H from the Si surface, and n depends on the 
surface coverage. Finally, E(H:Si(111) is the total energy of the bare hydrogenated Si(111) 
surface. In this form of the adsorption energy, the modification for adsorption of a single type 
of X-Alkyl molecule is obvious.  
Eq. (1) includes the inter-chain interactions of the surface modifiers in the reference energy 
of the gas phase molecules, in particular the vdW interactions between the Alkyl chains, 
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which are accounted for on both sides of Eq. (1) 7,48,49. If one were to compute the reference 
energy of the molecules individually and add them together, this gives a more stable 
adsorption energy as there are no vdW chain-chain interactions present in the calculation of 
the reference energy of the molecules. However, the qualitative trends in stability and hence 
our discussion are unaffected when using this approach. We prefer to use Eq. (1) as it 
accounts for the molecule chain-chain interactions in the gas phase. 
The Work Function is computed42,43 by taking the relaxed atomic structure of the modified 
Si(111) surface and performing a standard calculation of the average electrostatic potential 
along the surface normal vector and finding the energy at which the potential is flat. This is 
the vacuum level, denoted Evac. Extracting the Fermi energy, EF, from a single point energy 
calculation at the relaxed atomic structure, the Work Function (WF, in eV) is defined as:  WF 
= Evac - EF. 
 
2.2 Si–SAM Models 
With this background, we investigate binary functionalization of the silicon (111) surface 
with alkyl monolayers with different anchoring chemistry (X = C, N, O, S linkers) to 
examine if they offer further flexibility for tuning stability, packing and the WF. To this end, 
first we recall from our previous studies7, 42 that (1) alkyl SAMs adsorbed through the oxygen 
linker are the most stable (irrespective of coverage), followed by N, S and C and (2) the 
nitrogen linker induces the largest shift in the WF of bare H:Si(111) among all our considered 
linking atoms. This is followed by oxygen, carbon and finally sulfur.  
Thus, as the first step we fix the total coverage to 50% and study stability resulting from 
mixed functionalization of H:Si(111) surface with two from NH2, OH and SH terminations, 
each at 25% coverage, with no alkyl chain. We further study two different alkyl chain 
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lengths, namely hexane and dodecane, with these linkers. For coverage studies, binary SAMs 
of H:Si–X–hexane will be investigated.  
In terms of terminology, almost all previous studies use the term “binary” to refer to a 
mixture of SAM with two different tail groups which implies tuning of the surface properties 
based on the choice of the components and the ratio of the mixture. However, in the present 
study the word “binary” will refer to SAMs with two different anchoring chemistries (that is 
the linkers) which will have different Linker–Si interactions and SAM structures that will 
modify the SAM stability, packing and electronic properties.  
We have shown that functionalization of Si(111) with linkers other than carbon shows 
enhanced stability compared to Si–C bonding7 and a problem with direct alkyl-silicon 
attachment is that surface coverages larger than 50% cannot be accommodated. This has been 
shown from both theory7, 57 and experiment58, 59 and can result in defective SAMs which may 
limit the use in practical applications. Based on our results for different linkers, binary 
functionalization may be useful in avoiding this issue. However, it is important to remember 
that alkyl functionalization through a direct Si–C bond is widely used and there are many 
established synthesis techniques to functionalize surfaces in this way. Therefore, instead of 
creating an alkyl-functionalized surface with an altogether different linking atom to obtain 
higher coverages, which may not be straightforward in terms of experimental preparation and 
does not always result in higher coverage46, increasing the Si–SAM coverage by adding Si–
X–alkyl (X = NH, O, S) could be a more convenient approach to enhance stability and 
coverage; the latter is important as a more densely-packed monolayer is closer to an ordered 
crystal and is more controllable in terms of characteristics.60, 61 
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3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Stability with binary functionalization at fixed coverage 
A schematic of the supercells used to model the SAM-modified H:Si(111) surfaces at 
different coverages is shown in Figure 2. The total coverage was first fixed to 50%, in which 
two out of the four terminating hydrogen are removed to allow adsorption of the SAM and 
the (2×2) cell (red-dashed parallelogram) is applied. 
Based on their strong interaction with the H:Si(111) surface7 and their potential for tuning the 
WF42, 43, we focus on three linkers, namely SH, OH, NH2 and study binary combinations of 
these species with an emphasis on stability (the O linker gives high stability) and then on WF 
tuning (the NH linker gives the largest WF change compared to H:Si(111)).  
The adsorption energy and WF were calculated for: (i) each binary system, with two alkyl 
chain lengths, that is, hexane and dodecane, and (ii) binary termination with only the linker 
groups.43 
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Figure 2. (a) Definition of the H:Si(111) supercell to allow the simulation of  different SAM coverages: 
H:Si(111)-1×3 with three adsorption sites was applied for total coverage of 66.6% (33.3% of each component). 
H:Si(111)-2×2 cell with four adsorption sites was used to simulate total coverage of 50% (25% for each 
component) and 75% (25% plus 50% and vice versa). H:Si(111)-2×3 cell with six adsorption sites implemented 
to simulate 83.33% (66.7% alkyl plus 16.7% another component) and full coverage (83.33% alkyl plus 16.7% 
other component) (b) Half covered binary SAMs with –NH–hexane / –S–hexane (left) and –NH–hexane / –O–
hexane (right) simulated using a H:Si(111)-2×2 cell after geometry optimization. Different coloured spheres 
stand for following atoms: Si = orange, H = white, C = grey, N = blue, O = red and S = yellow. 
 
Adsorption energy: The adsorption energy is discussed for three cases: linker groups with no 
alkyl chain, a hexane chain and a dodecane chain and the computed adsorption energies for 
each case are shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Computed adsorption energies (in eV) for three classes of functionalization: termination with the linker 
(Si–XH) functionalization with hexane (Si–X–hexane) and functionalization with dodecane (Si–X–Dodecane). 
The surface coverage is fixed to 50% - 25% of each SAM in the case of binary functionalization. 
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 Adsorption Energy (eV) 
Linker Groups (X) Si–XH Si–X–hexane Si–X–dodecane 
none* +0.15 -0.07 -0.17 
–O -0.72 -2.25 -2.13 
–S -0.58 -1.78 -1.80 
–NH -0.30 -1.20 -1.07 
– (O + S) -1.34 -1.88 -1.73 
– (O + NH) -0.80 -1.87 -1.73 
– (S + NH) -0.71 -1.97 -1.50 
* i.e. no additional linker is added: the result is Si–H, Si–hexane and Si–dodecane. 
 
For the case of termination groups without alkyl chain (Si–XH), the adsorption energy for the 
binary case lies lower than the adsorption energy of the individual linkers, thus giving 
enhanced stability. For example, from table 1, the adsorption energy of the OH + NH2 binary 
functionalized surface is lower than that of the individual SAMs (OH: Eads= -0.72 eV, NH2: 
Eads = -0.30 eV), with a computed adsorption energy of Eads= -0.8 eV. There is an even bigger 
shift in the adsorption energy for the case of SH–OH (Eads= -1.34 eV) functionalization 
compared to single OH (Eads= -0.72 eV) or SH (Eads = -0.58 eV) and similar differences are 
found in all cases. 
Upon adding an alkyl chain to the linker, the (NH+S)–hexane monolayer shows similar 
trends to the linkers with no alkyl chains: for this particular binary system, the adsorption 
energy (-1.97 eV) is enhanced over S–hexane (-1.78 eV), while the adsorption energy for 
(NH+O)–hexane (-1.87 eV) is larger than NH–hexane (-1.20 eV). For an alkyl chain with 12 
carbons, NH–dodecane is further stabilized in the binary system composed of the (NH+O)–
dodecane SAM and the (NH+S)–dodecane SAM also shows enhanced stability compared to 
pure NH–dodecane functionalization.  
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We note that while binary combinations such as (S+O)–dodecane are less stable than 
functionalization with only the O or the S linker, this is simply related to the fact that for 
these longer chains the alkyl chain cannot take its preferred orientation within the binary 
functionalization scheme, arising from the presence of the second SAM. This therefore 
causes a reduction in the stability, as measured by the adsorption energies. However despite 
this, the computed adsorption energies for (S+O)–dodecane, S–dodecane and O–dodecane are 
-1.7 eV, -1.8 eV and -2.1 eV, respectively, which means the binary case is still very stable. 
For the shorter hexane chain this appears not to be as significant an issue and the stability of 
the binary structure is in between the strongest (O–dodecane) and weakest adsorbed (S–
dodecane) SAM. In fact in ref7, we showed that different linkers, while having similar hexane 
chain structures, will show very different dodecane chain structures. The structure of the 
alkyl chain appears to be a key contributor to the stability in that if a SAM is not able to attain 
its preferred alkyl chain adsorption configuration, the stability is reduced, and in later 
sections, we will discuss its influence on SAM coverage and the WF change. 
As discussed previously7, the adsorption energy can be driven by linker electronegativity and 
therefore charge transfer at the interface of the H:Si–[linker–(chain)]. Here we also include 
the van-der-Waals correction into the DFT-PBE calculations, necessary to describe Si–
molecule interactions especially for long alkyl chains. In terms of electronegativity we know 
that the sequence is Si < S < N < O. However, when the H:Si(111) surface is terminated by –
NH2, –OH, –SH or mixture of the terminations, the single molecule electronegativity picture 
is not sufficient to assess the stability as the charge transfer could be completely distorted by 
surface effects, attached hydrogens for saturation of the dangling bonds and when an alkyl 
chain is attached through Si–X(H)–C bond (X = N, O, S). Structural properties, such as the 
structure of the alkyl chain play a more dominant role as the chain length is increased. The 
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nature of the linker can have a strong effect on the orientation of the chain and consequently 
the adsorption energy.  
To examine this the optimized structure of the binary SAM, H:Si–[NH+(O/S)]–hexane / 
dodecane at half coverage is shown  in Figure 3. The structures for functionalization with O–
hexane / dodecane, S–hexane / dodecane and NH–hexane / dodecane at half coverage are also 
shown for comparison. The binary monolayers with the shorter hexane chain show smaller 
distortions from their most favourable configurations with a single linker. However the 
longer chain, dodecane, clearly shows more significant distortions compared to the 
adsorption structure with the single linker. This indicates that while the Si–linker interaction 
seems to be the main factor in determining the adsorption energy for short chain alkyls and 
therefore follows a trend whereby the adsorption energy is dominated by the more stable 
component, the significant chain-chain interactions and distortions for dodecane can modify 
this behaviour, thus giving different trends. The latter point is relevant as many experimental 
studies functionalize surfaces with long alkyl chains (usually for enhanced stability). 
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Figure 3. Atomic structures for single-type functionalization of H:Si(111) with O– (a1), S– (a2), NH–
hexane (a3) and the same for alkyl chain with 12 carbons (a4,5,6). (b1, b2) Binary functionalized [NH 
+(O/S)]–hexane and (b3, b4) [NH+(O/S)]–dodecane for 50% coverage presented at two different 
views along z. Coloured spheres stand for following atoms: Si = orange, H = cyan, C = grey, N = 
blue, O = red and S = yellow. Adsorption energies are also presented for comparison. 
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Work function behaviour: In figure 4 (a, b, c) we present the computed WF for single 
functionalization and binary functionalization. For the case of linker-terminated H:Si(111) 
the computed WFs of the binary functionalized H:Si(111), with 25% coverage of each SAM, 
lie between the individual linker WF values at half coverage. The additive nature of the 
dipole moments has been shown for an individual linker-chain-terminal in previous studies 
and this directly influences the WF shift.39, 62 Therefore, if we consider that 50% coverage 
with linker X causes a shift of dX in the WF compared to bare H:Si(111) surface and 50% 
coverage of linker Y gives a shift of dY, this additive picture suggest that mixed 
functionalization of (25%X + 25%Y) will give an approximate shift of (dX + dY)/2 in the WF 
which qualitatively explains the average-like behaviour of the resulting WF from binary 
functionalization, compared with a single linker.  
Figure 4 shows that for binary surface functionalization with the shorter –X–hexane chains, 
the WF is the average of the value from single functionalization. However, this is not the case 
for the WF in the example of Si–X–dodecane functionalization; while the resulting WF lies 
within the two extremes of the individual WFs, the binary functionalized WF lies closer to 
the value for one linker than for the other. For the example of the Si–(O/NH)–dodecane 
system, the computed WF is 3.82 eV, which is closer to the WF of Si–O–dodecane (3.86 eV) 
than Si–NH–dodecane (3.52 eV).  
To further understand the mechanism behind the behavior of the WF with binary 
functionalization from both the electronic and structural viewpoints, we consider the dipole 
analysis of two systems: first, the adsorbed –XH and –XC6H13 terminations and monolayers 
(single and binary functionalization) on H:Si(111), with a fixed coverage of 50% and second 
the binary functionalization of H:Si(111) with –O–dodecane and –S–dodecane chains each at 
25% coverage. We calculate the total, radical and effective dipole moments42, 43 of all 
modified H:Si(111) systems and these data are presented in Table 2. 
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 Table 2. Total/Radical/Effective dipole moments (in Debye) of single and binary functionalized Si surface with 
XH / X-C6H13 (X = NH2, OH and SH) at total 50% coverage. While total and radical dipole components were 
calculated in separate single-point energy calculations, effective dipole (bond dipole) is simply achieved by 
subtracting radical dipole from total dipole.  
 
Termination Total Dipole  Radical Dipole Effective Dipole  
-NH2 0.88 2.28 -1.40 
-OH 0.15 1.53 -1.38 
-SH -0.52 0.17 -0.69 
-(NH2+OH) 0.38 1.61 -1.23 
-(NH2+SH) 0.12 1.20 -1.08 
-(OH+SH) -0.24 1.04 -1.28 
Monolayer Total Dipole  Radical Dipole Effective Dipole  
-NH-hexane 1.22 3.13 -1.91 
-O-hexane 1.00 -0.17 1.17 
-S-hexane 0.33 0.83 -0.50 
-(NH+O)-hexane 1.11 2.99 -1.88 
-(NH+S)-hexane 0.65 1.65 -1.00 
-(O+S)-hexane 0.84 2.08 -1.24 
 
We focus initially on the simpler case of –XH terminations only. Upon examining Table 2, 
we see that the effective dipole moment of the binary –(NH2+OH) termination is smaller than 
either of the singly terminated modifications. This small deviation indicates that there is a 
less repulsive interaction between the terminal groups in the case of binary functionalization. 
This is of course controlled by the radical dipole, electronegativity and covalent radius of 
each individual termination which needs to be considered at the same time to interpret the 
resulting effective dipole. For example, in this case, the electronegativity of the O is slightly 
bigger than N (3.44 vs. 3.04) while N has slightly larger covalent radii than O (0.66 vs. 0.7 Å) 
and –NH2 terminal has a much bigger radical dipole than –OH terminal. The upshot is that 
the combined –(NH2+OH) terminations are less repulsive than either of them separately. In 
the other two cases, due to the much larger covalent radius of S (1.4 Å) but smaller 
electronegativity (2.58) and radical dipole compared to other two terminations, the change in 
the effective dipole (and adsorption energy) is more amplified. Both –(NH2+SH) and –
(OH+SH) terminations have effective dipoles that lie between the values of the singly 
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functionalized counterparts, with that of the –(NH2+SH) termination being almost same as 
the average of the singly functionalised system. The effective dipole for the binary –
(OH+SH) system is closer to that of the –OH linked system. This indicates a more effective 
modulation by the binary terminations in the case of the latter. We attribute this to a smaller 
covalent radius of O and larger electronegativity difference with a relatively larger radical 
dipole compared to S. In contrast sulfur has a large covalent radius and small radical dipole. 
This interpretation is also in agreement with the computed adsorption energies in Table 1 
where the binary –(OH+SH) termination delivers a lower adsorption energy, giving enhanced 
stability.  
Once we add the alkyl chains to binary terminations, the situation gets more complex as the 
charge transfer along the linker-C bond as well as the chain dipole moment are extra 
variables which can also influence the effective dipole moment at the interface. Structural 
effects in the chains can also play a role, in particular due to the fact that each linker can 
induce different structural effects to the attached alkyl chain (direction, bend, twist etc.) and 
consequently the chains of different linkers interact with each other as well. 
To address the structural analysis, we start with the optimized structure of H:Si(111)–O–
dodecane at 50% monolayer coverage and replace half of the linkers with sulfur and relax the 
structure (this is denoted Structure 1). The same procedure was also applied to H:Si(111)–S–
dodecane at 50% coverage, where half the S linkers are replaced with oxygen and the 
structure is relaxed (denoted Structure 2). The relaxed structures for Structure 1 and Structure 
2 are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4. (a, b, c) WF for binary functionalized linker-(Chain)s at fixed (50%) coverage (yellow area); single 
functionalization (at 50% coverage) is also presented for comparison (green area). The horizontal purple line in 
(a) represent the WF of bare H:Si(111). Dashed triangles are connecting the WF values of binary functionalized 
structures to their single-type values at half coverage. 
 
 
Figure 5. Structure 1: Optimized structure of binary functionalized silicon (111) with –(O+S)–dodecane at half 
coverage (25% each) starting from H:Si(111)–O–dodecane structure showing two (a, b) cross-sections. 
Structure 2: Optimized structure of –(O+S)–dodecane starting from relaxed H:Si(111)–S–dodecane at half 
coverage showing two (c, d) cross-sections. 
 
It is interesting to observe that the relaxed structures for Structure 1 and Structure 2 are 
different, even though the computed adsorption energies are the same. As a consequence of 
the different relaxed structures, there is a 0.1 eV difference between the computed WFs with 
a WF of 3.87 eV for Structure 1 and 3.95 eV for structure 2. Recalling previous studies7, 42 we 
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know that monolayers with oxygen linker tend to stand upright and decrease the WF of 
H:Si(111) surface. In contrast, thiolated alkyls are less upright compared to SAMs with the 
oxygen linker and the decrease in the WF is smaller than for the oxygen linker. The structures 
in Figure 5 indicate that starting from an optimized monolayer with oxygen linker and adding 
S–dodecane will create a monolayer which is structurally more similar to the O–dodecane 
SAM and vice versa, so that the former shows a larger WF shift compared to the latter.  
The WF is more sensitive to the chain orientation and length than the nature of the linker.42 
Although the linker determines the SAM stability7 it does not in fact offer a wide range of 
WF tuning except for a shift that is constant for chains longer than six carbons.42 Therefore 
we suggest that in the case of binary monolayers, different chain orientations can lead to 
different shifts in the WF and this is governed by the linker group which forces the newly 
added alkyl chains to follow the initial monolayer direction. In the next section we also show 
that the orientation can further be controlled by the linker with higher coverage.  
Based on these observations from DFT calculations for binary functionalization we suggest 
the following scheme. Functionalization of H:Si(111) with SAM1 with orientation ϴ1 induces 
WF1 and functionalization with SAM2 with orientation ϴ2, induces WF2 (where WF1 and 
WF2 are different). In the binary functionalization scheme, if each monolayer keeps its initial 
orientation, which is the case with simple linker termination or hexane chains, then the final 
WF is (close to) the average value of WF1 and WF2. Now if SAM2 has to follow the 
orientation of SAM1 in the binary structure, and this is not the most stable orientation for 
SAM2, then the resulting WF is going to lie within WF1 and WF2 but closer to WF1 and vice 
versa. While the real situation will be more complex than this ideal case this does provides 
useful insights into the effect of binary functionalization on the WF of functionalized 
H:Si(111). 
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3.2. Binary functionalization for different coverage―Stability and Packing 
 
In the previous section we investigated the effect of binary functionalization for combinations 
of –linker–(chains) with NH2, OH and SH linkers and two lengths of alkyl chains –C6 and –
C12 at a fixed surface coverage of 50% and compared the result with single functionalization 
at the same surface coverage. In this section we investigate if variation of the coverage in 
mixed-functionalization allows extra control to further tune stability and packing beyond the 
limited coverages available (maximum of 50%) for single linker-chain functionalization, with 
the aim to obtain increase coverage and hence stability of the SAMs on the H:Si(111) surface. 
For this purpose, we use an alkyl chain with a fixed chain length of six carbons and 
considered direct Si–C6 bonds together with Si–NH–C6 or Si–O–C6 functionalization to 
examine if the inclusion of a second linker into the binary SAM can stabilize higher 
coverages, while maintaining the electronic properties resulting from alkyl functionalization 
that makes these structures attractive. 
We start with 50% total coverage, that is 25% coverage of each linker, and then 66% total 
coverage (coverages are indicated in Figure 2), which is 33% coverage of each linker-chain. 
Then keeping the Si–C coverage at 33% we add 16.66% of the second linker, Si–(NH or O)–
hexane, giving 50% total surface coverage. Next we consider Si–C at 50% and Si–(NH or 
O)–hexane at 16.66% (giving 66% total surface coverage) or 25% (giving 75% total surface 
coverage). Finally, we consider Si–C coverage at 66.66% or 83.33%, with the Si–(NH or O)–
hexane coverage at 16.66%, giving 83% and 100% total surface coverage respectively. This 
gives all coverages from 50% to full coverage of the H:Si(111) surface. The results for WFs 
and adsorption energies are shown in Figure 6 and the optimized atomic structures for various 
ratio of Si–C bonding combined with either Si–NH or Si–O are presented in Figure 7. The 
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adsorption energies are calculated following the Eq. (1) described in the methodology 
section. 
Considering first the computed adsorption energies, the addition of the second linker, be it O 
or NH, makes all SAM coverages more stable than with only Si–C linking. Particularly 
noteworthy is the significant enhancement of stability when the oxygen linker is introduced, 
which allows an increase in coverage of up to 75%; for only Si–C linked chains this coverage 
is not at all stable.7 It appears that higher coverages than 75%, are not stable but this is still a 
worthwhile enhancement in coverage. One could examine different proportions of the linkers 
at a total coverage of, say, 84% to see which, if any, mix of Si–C–alkyl and Si–O–alkyl 
would impart stability to such high coverages, although this may be ultimately determined by 
the ability to pack the alkyl chains in a favourable configuration. Finally, adding the oxygen 
linked alkyl chain always gives higher stability for a given coverage than adding nitrogen 
linked alkyl chains.  
For these binary functionalized systems, the WF shift from that of the H:Si(111) surface with 
Si–C functionalization are quite small, being no larger than 0.2 eV at 83% surface coverage 
and even smaller at 75% and 66% coverages. The WF shift follows a general trend [Si–C + 
Si–N] > Si–C > [Si–C + Si–O]. Furthermore, the limited WF shift for SAMs composed of 
oxygen linked alkyl chains and Si–C–alkyl chains, compared to a SAM of only Si–C–alkyl, 
indicates that both the stability of the SAM and the total coverage on the H:Si(111) surface 
are enhanced, but the original electronic properties of the Si–alkyl SAMs are preserved.  
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Figure 6. Adsorption energy for binary functionalized linker-(Chain)s for different ratio of (Si–C/Si–X)–hexane 
at half coverage [X = NH, O].  
 
 
Figure 7. Relaxed atomic structures for binary SAMs of O–hexane + hexane (top panel) and NH–hexane + 
hexane (bottom panel) with different ratio of each component, specified inside the boxes, showing the view of 
the xy plane, along the z direction. 
 
Thus, the properties of functionalized H:Si(111) that make it attractive for applications can 
still be comparable to the uniform Si–alkyl functionalized surface but adding the second 
linker–alkyl SAM helps in accommodating more alkyl chains than with direct Si–C bonding. 
To examine how the electronic structure is changed compared to the Si–C–alkyl 
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functionalized surface we undertake analysis of the integrated local density of state (ILDOS) 
analysis for [(25%/50%)–hexane + 25% –(NH/O)–hexane]. We averaged along the slab 
direction (z-direction) and plot the results for different structures (see Figure 8). The results in 
Figure 8 show that for a total surface coverage of 50% there are some differences between the 
binary and single type alkyl SAM interfacial ILDOS. However increasing the coverage up to 
75%, gives an ILDOS that is similar for all SAMs, whether they be single functionalization 
or binary functionalization; for all structures, the ILDOS is unchanged in the silicon surface. 
The consequence of this is that the binary functionalization scheme can impart enhanced 
SAM stability, particularly at higher coverages, while leaving unchanged the electronic 
properties that are important for applications. 
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Figure 8. Planar and microscopic average of the integrated local density of states (ILDOS) for total coverage of 
50% (a, b) and 75% (c, d) of H:Si(111)-hexane monolayers and binary combinations with –(NH/O)-hexane. The 
schematic of considered structure at each coverage is also presented in (b, d). 
 
This can be further investigated by decomposing the lateral interactions between binary 
linking groups as follows: (i) van der Waals interaction as a result of correlated charge 
fluctuations. However this is less significant for covalently attached monolayers. (ii) Dipole 
interactions either due to permanent (radical) dipoles and/or bond dipoles. Regarding the 
repulsion/attraction for parallel/antiparallel dipoles, obtaining the desired properties is highly 
dependent on the correct choice of the binary components. (iii) Overlapping orbitals of 
neighbouring components can have a significant share in lateral interactions depending on 
how dense the monolayer is packed. (iv) The substrate-mediated interaction has two origins: 
(a) charge reorganization at the interface (accumulation/depletion) as a result of strong 
covalent bonding between surface atoms and the adsorbate which can penetrate a few Å into 
the substrate. This creates an indirect interaction between neighbouring adsorbates that 
depends on the types of components, either repulsive or attractive. (b) The adsorbate’s strong 
covalent bond with the substrate can induce strain at the surface. Therefore depending on the 
elastic properties of the substrate, a similar interaction to (a) can occur. The substrate 
mediated effect (indirect) is normally less strong than the direct dipole-dipole interaction.  
 
4. Concluding Remarks  
Building on our understanding of functionalization of H:Si(111) with alkyl chains attached to 
the surface through different linker atoms and bearing in mind how the linker can determine 
SAM coverage and the electronic and structural properties, we have studied H:Si(111) 
functionalized with binary SAMs, that is with two SAMs having different linking atoms. 
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Aiming for enhanced SAM stability, higher surface coverage and WF adjustment, we chose a 
range of terminations and linker-chains denoted as –X–(alkyl) with X = CH3, NH(2), O(H), 
S(H) and investigated the stability and change in WF of different binary SAMS attached to 
the H:Si(111) surface.  
We firstly fix the total surface coverage of SAMs to 50% and examine different linking 
atoms with alkyl chains of the same chain length (each at 25% coverage) and calculated 
adsorption energy and WF. Comparing with the results for the corresponding single type of 
functionalization for each component we demonstrated that the binary SAMs are generally 
more stable. We also find that the conformations of long alkyl chains are important in 
determining the stability. There is also the possibility to obtain some fine tuning of the WF 
tuning as the computed WF lies within the limits of the WF for the individual linkers  
In the second part of this work, we studied hexane monolayers with direct Si–C bonds to 
H:Si(111) combined with either –NH–hexane or –O–hexane, as a model of H:Si–C–alkyl 
mixed with a second linker. We have shown that this binary functionalization stabilises 
coverages larger than 50%. Very small WF changes are observed upon binary 
functionalization at higher coverages and examination of the electronic properties shows that 
the attractive features of Si–C linked SAMs are not affected by inclusion of the second type 
of SAM. 
In summary: 
1) Binary functionalization can enhance the SAM stability. Direct Si–C grafted SAMs 
are less stable compared to those with N, O or S linkers. Regardless of the ratio, 
binary functionalized alkyl monolayers with NH, O or S linkers are always more 
stable than single type alkyl functionalization with the same coverage.  
2) Our results indicate that it is possible to go beyond the optimum coverage of pure 
alkyl functionalized SAMs (50%) by adding a suitable choice of linker.  
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3) Using binary functionalization with –[NH(2)/O(H)/S(H)]–[hexane / dodecane] as the 
second SAM, we showed that with enhanced coverage, there is only a small change in 
the WF compared to Si–C–alkyl. This is very important since dense packed 
monolayers have fewer defects and deliver higher efficiency in their broad range of 
applications. 
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